PHILADELPHIA SILENTIUM®

SMART LIFT™
with STA-TITE®

#0700ELT 000
The Bemis Philadelphia toilet seat features Silentium® Smart Lift™ hinges with STA-TITE® fixing system. The patented and vigorously tested STA-TITE®
fixing system keeps your seat locked tight to the toilet pan for longer than any competitor seat. The Silentium® slow close Smart Lift™ hinges are made
from premium materials. The slow close mechanism allows your seat to close slowly and quietly to prevent slamming and pinched fingers. The Smart
Lift take off hinges can flip open to remove the seat for easy cleaning of those hard-to-reach places. This seat is made from quality American Innova®
moulded wood material, which is responsibly and locally sourced. American Innova® seats are finished with environmentally friendly water-based paint
with a high-gloss finish that gives a warm-to-touch feel.

SEAT FEATURES
STA-TITE® - patented fixing system that will not
loosen! Simple, “no mess” installation ensures your
seat stays tight on the pan
Silentium® - slowly and quietly closes to prevent
slamming and pinched fingers

Smart Lift™ For Easy Cleaning - twist hinges to
remove seat for easy cleaning and replacement

Environmentally Friendly - made with responsibly
sourced woods and water-based paints
• Durable American Innova® moulded wood
• Fixed plastic hinges
• Fits majority of manufacturers’ universal shaped pans

SEAT DIMENSIONS
• Individual Seat Weight: 2.7 kg
• seats per master carton:
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MOULDED WOOD TOILET SEAT

No More
Loose Seats!
Try STA-TITE®, the patented
Bemis fixing system that
will not loosen over time!
“No mess” installation is
fast and easy, ensuring your
seat stays tight.

Installation is Fast & Easy:
When fitted correctly, the seat will not slip, wobble or shift on the pan. This simple
fixing system installs in three basic steps -- no glue required!

Finger Tighten

Tighten with Spanner

Snap to Secure

